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The turnaround of Renwood Mills (formerly known as Midstate Mills) was a comprehensive 

restructuring effectuated through both a complex balance sheet restructuring and the execution of an 

operationally focused strategy. The process of milling flour is straight-forward, but the ability to 

transition an 80-year old business into a new, leaner organization would prove to be more difficult.  

However, with a loyal employee base, new executive leadership, a trusting supplier base, and a hands-

on approach employed by ownership, the company has materially outperformed initial expectations. In 

less than 12 months, the company restructured around its core product lines and customer base, 

transforming from negative cash flow to near-record levels of profitability.  

Midstate Mills, a family-owned flour mill based in Newton, North Carolina, marketing its Southern 

Biscuit brand of flour, has been a mainstay in North and South Carolina kitchens since 1935. A series of 

missteps predicted by a failed growth strategy had put that long-standing tradition of excellence in 

jeopardy.  

In 1999, Midstates built a second milling facility utilizing 100% debt financing. In 2007, an acquisition 

resulted in the loss of the mill’s main customer. The resulting lost volume precluded the second mill 

from obtaining profitability, ultimately leading to the decision to sell the facility at a significant loss. 

Subsequently, due to a lack of controls, the company incurred a sizable hedging loss and undertook an 

untimely discretionary capex project, straining liquidity and ultimately alienating its local farm supply 

base. 



 
After an extended period of significant strain, during which the company hired a financial advisory firm, 

defaulted on its senior debt, and failed to raise debt or equity capital, three grain suppliers filed an 

involuntary Chapter 7 petition against the company in January 2013.  

The debtor successfully petitioned the court to convert the case from a Chapter 7 to a Chapter 11 and 

requested relief from stay, allowing its lender to finalize a loan sale with Renovo Capital. Renovo 

executed a foreclosure and Article 9 sale, giving the company its only ability to continue as a going 

concern. The transactions closed on February 19, 2013.  

Renovo’s partners, including a partner serving as an interim CEO, along with a new CFO, immediately 

began implementation of a 100-day plan focused on operational changes and asset utilization strategies 

to immediately stabilize the company and begin creating shareholder value.  

Management focused on a host of issues including, cutting excessive costs in SG&A, implementing 

financial controls to understand costs and price new business, creating tools to monitor hedge and grain 

positions, exiting unprofitable business lines, monetizing under-utilized assets, repairing relationships 

with existing customers, mining for new business, and, most importantly, restoring relationships with 

farmers through a “next-day pay program” to instill trust and ensure delivery of the lowest cost wheat 

to restore profitability. The company held a meet-and-great event called “Biscuit Day” and invited local 

farmers to have a biscuit and meet the new management team.  

Now 16 months into the turnaround, the company continues to generate near-record profits, has 

maintained approximately 90 full-time jobs in an area still experiencing unemployment of more than 

12%, created a marketplace for local farmers to sell their wheat, and saved an 80-year old brand for 

future generations to enjoy. 

 


